
Meeting the pledge to be 
carbon neutral by 2030

in response to the climate emergency

Glastonbury Town Council - Climate Emergency and Resilience



Background

February 2019, Glastonbury Town Council declared a Climate Emergency,  
pledging:
• To show foresight and leadership when it comes to the issue of 

climate change.
• To make the operation of Glastonbury Town Council carbon neutral 

by 2030.



 

49 Sixth Carbon Budget – The path to Net Zero 

 
Source: CCC (2020) Local Authorities and the Sixth Carbon Budget.  

Figure B1.4 Local Authority climate emergency 
declarations 
 

 

Source: Map by Aether (2020) Progress towards UK local climate emergency targets based on Climate 
Emergencies declared as at October 2020.  
Notes: dates shown are earliest targets, some relate to council emissions rather than area-wide emissions. 

 
 
 
  

Global greenhouse gas emissions pathways consistent with 
limiting warming to “well-below” 2C (blue shaded area and 
line) or 1.5C (red), in billions of tonnes of CO2 equivalent per 
year (CO2e/yr). 
Source: Hupperman et al (2018) reproduced in the CCC advice.

Zero by when?



What’s the Emergency?
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6. Emissions from waste and other sub-sectors 
 

 

The SCATTER inventory provides data for Scope 1 (direct) emissions only resulting 
from in-boundary landfill waste disposal and wastewater treatment. The methodology 
reports on emissions derived from the disposal and treatment of solid waste and 
wastewater, through incineration, aerobic and anaerobic decomposition3.  

Only the carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is available for Mendip’s waste data and 
is reported in tonnes. The SCATTER inventory sources its waste data from DEFRA 
to calculate the greenhouse gas impact for each waste sub-sector. DEFRA only 
provides waste emissions factors in tCO2e, therefore a greenhouse gas breakdown 
cannot be calculated. However, national estimates indicate that emissions from 
landfill waste represent approximately 90% of methane from waste management. UK 
emissions of methane (CH4) were estimated to be approximately 16 MtCO2e in 
2011, representing approximately 93% of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions from 
the waste management sector.  

Figure 19 illustrates the proportion of emissions by sub-sector. Solid waste disposal 
and wastewater account for 3% of the total emissions (by sub-sector). In 2017, 
emissions derived from landfill waste were estimated at 14,687 tCO2e. Agriculture 
and livestock also account for 5% of emissions, respectively – with their total 
emissions estimated at 48,265 tCO2e. Overall, the breakdown highlights that, by 
sub-sector, on-road transportation and energy consumed by residential buildings are 
equally responsible for the largest share of emissions in the district. 

Figure 19 – Emissions by sub-sector in the Mendip district 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Section summary 
In 2017, emissions derived from landfill waste were estimated at 14,687 tCO2e 
Total agricultural emissions (inclusive of livestock) was estimated at 48,265 
tCO2e in 2017 
Solid waste disposal and wastewater account for 3% of the total emissions in 
Mendip 
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Absolute Zero
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Delivering the UK’s climate change commitment with 
incremental changes to today’s technologies

Energy

Emissions

2050Breakthrough technical solutions will 
not be ready at scale until after 2050.

If we electrify everything we do 
today by 2050, we can only produce 
enough zero carbon electricity to 
meet 60% of demand.

So, we need to reduce energy 
demand to 60% of present levels. 

We also need to stop activities for 
which there is presently no 
decarbonized solutions:
• Aviation
• Shipping
• Cement production
• Eating beef and lamb

Will the UK reach zero carbon by 2050?



Glastonbury Town 
Council 

2019 Baseline carbon 
dioxide emissions



46 tonnes of CO2e … so what does that mean?

This is equivalent to the annual CO2 emissions of :
• 10 average global people (living at a level that would mean we need 1.7 

earths to support us)
• 8 UK people (2.9 earths)
• 25 people in India (0.7 earths)
• 1,533 people in the Democratic Republic of Congo

Or CO2

• Absorbed by 23,000 trees
(Assuming 1 tree absorbs 2kg CO2 per year)





That was the easy bit!

Drive less, Switch to e-vehicles

Reduce, reuse, recycle waste

Reduce water use further

• Manage and zone space heating
• Insulate building
• Switch to low carbon heating

Solar panels

CO2 reductions so far



Five areas of work

REDUCE
Review how energy and other 
resources are used. Make a plan 
to cut use.
Energy
• Manage timing, and zone 

space heating in buildings.
• Insulate buildings
• Choose smaller more efficient 

appliances and equipment
Fuel
• Use vehicles and equipment 

less, and choose smaller more 
efficient replacements

Waste and resources
• Reduce, reuse and recycle any 

materials or purchases
• Avoid cement.

DECARBONISE
• Choose low carbon electric  

heating
• Renewable electricity 

suppliers
• Choose electric vehicles and 

equipment 

INFLUENCE
The town
• Share experiences and support 

with residents and businesses.
• Lobby for renewable energy.
Purchases
• Buy local goods & services.
• Avoid air-freighted goods.
Events
• Guidance for event organisers.
Finances
• Choose financial services that 

have a positive impact on the 
environment and society.

SUPPORT NATURE-BASED 
SOLUTIONS
• Plant trees & hedges, and care 

for wildlife, soil and water.
• Support and lobby for 

sustainable agriculture and 
land management.

• Protect peatlands, wetlands 
and other ecosystem services.

ADAPT
External – transformative 
• Build physical and community 

resilience to climate change.
Internal - emotional
• Building personal resilience to 

help cope with changes ahead.



Five areas of work

In order to follow our path to zero, we will need to take the following steps:
1. Define each area of work in more detail, addressing feasibility plus 

specific risks and benefits at each stage.
2. Identify potential carbon and financial savings expected from each 

measure.
3. Cost out individual measures, and work to obtain funding for any capital 

investment necessary.
4. Write policies to address future decisions and processes.
5. Monitor the performance of each measure, learning from experience, 

and adjusting as necessary to optimise benefits and mitigate any risks. 



Conclusion
“Millions of people are suffering right now. It’s worse than we were 
told. We are now in danger. We must do all that we can to try to slow 
the problem down. And we must also do all that we can to help each 
other through this.”

Jem Bendell

Living in the Time of Dying


